My dream party will take place on the Moon. I will wear a spacesuit and use a rocket to get there with my friends. We will look for the aliens there. We will make friends with them and they will me and my friends how to drive a UFO. The UFO is so fast, it can go at 100000 km/sec. Then, they will teach me how to use a laser sword. They will say, “Earthling, you should wear an armour to use the laser, otherwise you might die.”

Suddenly, a big meteorite will fall on the Moon. We will be very surprised. Next, the aliens will teach us how to use a laser gun. They will teach us how to paint a star, make star pizzas and star cookies. After that, we will use star guns to make a lot of star food. The aliens will teach us how to play musical chairs on the moon. They will use the laser sword to hit their UFO and the laser gun to shoot their UFO.

Finally, we will start the party. We will dance with the aliens, eat star food and play on the moon. It will be a wonderful party!